


 "Be" about itself to separate the very being 

of the own music, .. in if you mean the 

handicap and losing one's self through the 

staff I own musical .. that is the very essence 

I rock,. .the virtue is to keep the music I own 

staff and separate staff / emotional and 

simply united by sound, .. to know that I 

own this merged as rock so this .. I mean ... I 

personal and musical preserving without 

altering its essence, that is the virtue .. 



 The rock is a pure and ingenious 
revolutionary music, authentic, 100%.

 True, some songs are the opposite, but 
that is diverted to the Black and Death 
Metal, which I regard as nonsense. Those 
who think that rock is bad is because 
they have an idea too widespread.

 "The rock is satanic", "Rock is diabolical 
...". I never get tired of hearing that. And 
it's bad what I hear?



 rock is not any genre of music is a way to 
express what you feel like cobain kurt
that qeria say in their songs of their 
problems and as good also to and 
varying degrees of rock to and many 
rockers who see it as if it were satanic or 
simplemete they try to worship but also 
no normal rock so to speak as the 
alternative rock so if you have positive 
things



 The positive side of rock in my country 

Argentina is that the groups have a very 

harmonious metal, with incredible solos 

and lyrics that are poetic and not at all 

aggressive.



 which it is a heavy genre

 many people change their way of being 

to hear that kind of music

 They change their way of thinking and 

acting dress



 many come to the limit of wanting to be 
like them

 many become ill and the artist idolize and 
want to imitate him

 some become addicted to drugs

 the music is very heavy and very regardless 
frequency for people who do not listen to 
rock

 they think and believe I am to hear bad 
essa pesadoas songs and is just a crazy 
screaming out loud
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